Automate or Bust

Technology Will Save Strapped Cities
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SMART SKIN FOR STRUCTURE

Transmit/receiving antenna

Ruptured transmission line due to crack propagation in structure
CloudCar, CloudHome, CloudCity

What is Cloudcar
What Can it do?
How do I get on board?

Login
Welcome cloudcaradmin!
My Applications
My Account
Login

CAN Bus
Motor current/voltage/temperature
Battery current/voltage/temperature/SOC
Vehicle speed > 5 Hz
Various high-frequency powertrain data

DriveSmart
Real-time fuel consumption information?
how to spend less on fuel?

n is the answer.

OBD-II
Speed (at 5 Hz)
Distance (approx.)
Barometric pressure
Engine RPM
Engine torque
Engine fuel rate
Engine temperatures
Emission system status
Diagnostic trouble codes

3000 kms Driven